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The University of Dayton News Release 
Jan. 25, 1994 
Contact: Mary Harvan or Candace Stuart 
WANT TO HOST STUDENTS STUDYING ENGLISH? TO BOOST 
CULTURAL AWARENESS, ENGLISH COMMUNICATION SKILLS? 
DAYTON, Ohio -- The English Language and Multicultural Institute is seeking host 
families for its foreign students and offering its services to local businesses and professionals. 
Women and men from Japan to Guinea-Bissau, from Iraq to Mexico, come to study 
the language and culture of the United States at the Kettering-based institute, which became 
part of the University of Dayton last summer. ELMI's core is its Intensive Language 
Program, which involves weekday classes and laboratory work at various skill levels for 
foreign students. 
Approximately 80 percent of ELMI's students eventually enroll at local colleges or 
universities. But during their ELMI courses, most students prefer to live with host families, 
informally supplementing their formal language and cultural training. 
"Our students do pay (for room and board). Some of the exchange programs, the high 
school programs don't," says Clara Delgado, director of ELMI, noting that the average rate is 
$400 per month. She says that although some people are nervous about hosting students at 
first, most people enjoy the experience. 
"A lot of people who have done it, love it and do it again and again. We have some 
host families who were volunteering when I started here in 1980," Delgado says. 
ELM! also offers other services to the public. Such services, which are tailored to 
meet the needs of each individual and institution, include seminars in cross-cultural 
communication for local businesspeople, seminars in multicultural classroom teaching 
techniques, and seminars and private classes in language and writing for local businesspeople, 
physici~s and other professionals and their families. 
"There might be a public school teacher or a beginning college professor who's faced 
with one non-native speaker and 40 native speakers and doesn't know how to balance the 
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time," Delgado says. "We give seminars to the public school teachers about that, or we'll 
come in as a consultant." 
ELMI also serves companies that want to broaden their employees' cultural 
knowledge. 
"We'll do a survey for all the employees on their cultural attitudes and then maybe a 
week later come back and do a one- or two-day seminar, depending on the needs that we see 
there," she says. 
Delgado says that ELMI serves a practical function without feeding into the frenzy of 
political correctness. 
"We try not to get too picky, or politically correct. I hate that. We're not trying to 
tag anybody as a racist or sexist. We're just trying to say, 'Here are some things that you 
probably didn't mean to be offensive but might be. Now here are some things that you might 
be offended by, and maybe he or she didn't mean it either."' 
Set up in 1979 by the Southwestern Ohio Council for Higher Education, ELMI will 
move nearer to or onto UD's campus in late 1994 or early 1995. 
For more information about hosting an ELMI student or to contract ELMI's services, 
call Delgado or administrative assistant David Titus at (513) 297-3155 or (513) 297-3156. 
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